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Resolutions
None

Actions
Action 20090708-01: Raise an issue to bring the Test Assertions document up to the Rev2 level of the assembly spec - Eric.

Agenda
1. Roll Call
2. Appointment of scribe
3. Agenda bashing

4. Minutes from Previous Meeting
   Appear to be lost...

5. Action items
   None

6. Consideration of proposal for Update of Test Suite Artifacts

Email from Eric Wells, commented by Mike Edwards:

(Item 3) Agenda Bashing
No changes

(Item 4) Minutes from Previous Meeting
Minutes for previous meeting have been lost by Mike Edwards - apologies.

(Item 5) Action Items
None.

(Item 6) Consideration of proposal for Update of Test Suite Artifacts

Eric - notes that the Test Suite matches the Public Review version of the Assembly spec
Eric - multiple issues have been resolved and there are 2 Revs of the spec
- makes it harder to compare the test suite and the spec
Mike - some concern in case we are forced to change any of the test artifacts before they are published for Public Review
Eric - we could work on the TestAssertions document separately, however, since it is just a document
Ashok - Will the test suite materials point to a specific version of the Assembly spec?
Mike - I would expect so. Test Suite materials currently point at the PR version of the spec
**Action 20090708-01: Raise an issue to bring the Test Assertions document up to the Rev2 level of the assembly spec - Eric.**

**AOB**

Next meeting 15 July.

Close of Business